For screenless X-ray intensity-data films the setting angles of the crystal can be derived directly from cut reflexions on these films. By this means errors which arise by the transition from setting photographs to the intensity photograph are avoided, and the accuracy of the calculated setting angles is typically better than 3'. Setting photographs are only necessary for initial and approximate alignment of the crystal.
Introduction
Screenless X-ray intensity photographs enjoy increasing popularity in protein crystallography, since they save time as well as crystals, in comparison with diffractometer measurements. There are two methods mainly used: the screenless precession method and the oscillation/rotation method. [For detailed descriptions cf. Xuong & Freer (1971) and Arndt, Champness, Phizackerley & Wonacott (1973) respectively.]
Both methods need a set of crystal setting angles, from which the reflexion coordinates on the film and the Lorentz factors are calculated. Subsequently the integrated optical densities are determined at the calculated positions. Disagreement between measured angles and real setting may result in three types of errors: miscentred or even misindexed reflexions, wrong Lorentz factors, presence or absence of reflexions. Even small errors in the setting angles will be shown to affect substantially the reliability index of symmetryrelated reflexions. Such errors can be reduced to a minimum by the refinement procedure described below.
Fundamentals
The deviation between the given and real position of the crystal can be described by three rotation angles: 9, 3 about the X-ray axis, ~,1 about the spindle axis and gz2 about a vertical axis. 9'3 means a rotation of the whole reflexion pattern around the film-centre and thus affects the film coordinates of the reflexions (up to 0.2 mm for 10'). When determining the integrated intensity, wrong raster points are taken into account if 9'3 is in error. The reflexion condition is not affected by ~'3. ~u~ and ¢/2 alter the distance of a reflexion from the Ewald sphere. They determine if a reflexion is present, absent or partially recorded. (The latter point is especially important for oscillation photographs when neighbouring films in a series are not overlapped.) It is well known that in precession photographs the Lorentz factor varies rapidly near the edges of the refexion pattern. The intensity of a reflexion near the edge would be overestimated by variation of the Lorentz factor within the reflexion (ca. 6 % for a reflexion of a diameter of 0.7 mm, its centre lying 0.5 mm from the edge). This error might be corrected by a factor which takes into account the distance from the edge. Since this distance is not known precisely enough, these reflexions must be omitted. Secondly the Lorentz factor for the centre of the reflexion may be erroneous because of errors in ~1 and/or gt 2 (about 5% if the reflexion is 0.5 mm from the edge of the first layer and ~u=2'). This error can be avoided if ~ and ~t2 are precisely known. Many reflexions, which would otherwise have to be rejected because of their uncertain position relative to the Ewald sphere, can then still be evaluated. The film coordinates are barely influenced by ~/1 and ~g2 (0" 1% in the above example) and therefore ~'1 and ~t 2 errors are difficult to detect. On the other hand large misalignment angles may lead to false indexing of the reflexions on the film and hence to coarse errors which are not detected readily by the automated evaluation.
With the traditional method the exact setting angles are difficult to determine. Conventionally setting photographs are taken before and after an actual data collection, in a position where one crystal axis is perpendicular to the film. From these setting photographs angles (px,~o2,fP3 are read, which in this position are identical with 9,1, ~/2, 9'3. From the setting position the crystal is advanced by an angle z about the spindle axis to the actual photograph orientation. By this rotation the ~0 angles are transformed into different 9, angles. Since in general the spindle axis is not aligned exactly perpendicular to the X-ray beam the transformation in our program takes into account the 'cameraerror', i.e. the deviation from 90 ° . The result for the angles is dependent on the accuracy not only of the ~0 angles but also of the camera error and reading for 7:. It should be mentioned that in particular ~,~ contains (and after refinement reveals) errors in the advance angle r.
Furthermore it is uncertain, whether the mean value of the ~p angles obtained from the 'before' and 'after' setting photograph in fact coincides with the conditions during data collection. The crystal slippage giving rise to the difference between the 'before' and 'after' setting photographs may occur continuously or instantaneously before, during or after the exposure of the actual photograph.
In the case of precession photographs the ~x,(;2 angles are usually determined from the shift of the circle, which is set up by the zero layer. When monochromatized radiation is used, which is important in screenless photography because of suppression of the background, this circle, otherwise formed by Bremsstrahlung, is not so clearly delineated and can only be reconstructed with difficulty from cut-off reflexions. For the oscillation method Arndt et al. (1973) reported that they use cut-off reflexions on their initial and final setting photographs to refine the setting angles. In the method described here, the ~ angles are determined directly from the cut-off reflexions of all layers in the data photograph. Thereby not only the errors made by transition from setting photograph to actual photograph, but also the necessity for taking a setting photograph are avoided. The result is higher accuracy in reflexion data and a saving in time and crystals.
Equations for determining ~x and ~2
The formulae presented here are derived from simple geometrical considerations. They can also be deduced from the formulae given in the basic literature about X-ray cameras, e.g. Buerger (1942 Buerger ( , 1964 . We find it useful to introduce them here in a form which allows immediate application.
In the following discussion, for the precession method we allow the Ewald sphere to precess with an angle # while the reciprocal lattice is kept stationary, whereas for the rotation method we keep the Ewald sphere constant and rotate the reciprocal lattice. In accordance with Xuong & Freer (1971) we define a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system, the z axis coinciding with the X-ray beam and pointing towards the source, a vertical y axis pointing upward and the x axis coinciding with the spindle axis.
We may express the calculated position x,y,z of a partially recorded reflexion in reciprocal space in the spherical coordinates r,O,~o, and its real position on the Ewald sphere by r',0',cp' (see Fig. 1 ). From the difference
AO=O'-O
(1) the misalignment angles ~q, ~'z are derived (while ~'3 = ~'-~ is determined separately, see below). After a rotation about I]./1,1]/2,1//3 the calculated position P should coincide with the real position P'.
AO can readily be determined: let the radius of the Ewald sphere be 1. Then for both cases 90 ° -0 = arctan [z/l/(x 2 + y2)]
(2) and
For the precession method [ Fig. l(a) ], when a refexion lies on the 'inner' limit of a recorded region,
whereas when the reflexion lies on the 'outer' limit r/2 = cos (0'-p).
(4')
For the oscillation case [ Fig. l(b) ] r/2 = cos 0'. From the trigonometric formula cos ~= sin (90 °-~) it follows from equations (1)-(5) for the precession photograph that A0--arctan [z/l/(x 2 +y2)]-arcsin [1/(x 2 + y2 + 22)/2] + /2 (6) and for the oscillation photograph that
Of course in practice several partially recorded reflexions are sought which yield a set of dO depending on the tp coordinates of the reflexions. Then a rotation matrix C(qt 1, ~v2) is determined by a non-linear leastsquares procedure, where we minimize ~tzt02, i running over all considered reflexions. An alternative method is to minimize the sum of the squares of the distances from the points P to the Ewald sphere rather than the sum of the squares of AO. For oscillation photographs this gives a simpler formula, since the distances are given by d= ]/[x 2 + y2 + (z-1) 2] -1 .
Though in the ideal case both ~AO 2 and ~d z vanish, in practice there may be a difference between both methods. In particular, reflexions with greater r may have more weight in the second than in the first method, compared with reflexions with smaller r.
A systematic error might arise if wrong lattice constants are used. The lattice is then stretched compared with the correct one, the distance of the point P from the sphere is altered and the conditions for a missetting are simulated. This error is cancelled when reflexions on opposite sides of the beam are used. In general there are no such pairs on the film, but by choosing a number of reflexions equally distributed over the film the error is averaged out in the least-squares procedure.
Indexing of cut-off reflexions
To calculate A0 we need to index the cut-off reflexions. Though the calculation of the indices from the film coordinates is generally ambiguous, the added constraint that the reflexion is on the edge of the recorded region removes the ambiguity. Let X, Y be the reflexion's coordinates on the film, R its distance from the film centre, D the crystal-to-film distance and A the advance of the cassette on the precession camera. Then for precession photographs [see Fig. 2 
If one designates the matrix used for calculation of the reciprocal lattice coordinates from the indices as A, then the indices of the cut-off reflexions, after their reciprocal lattice coordinates have been determined from formulae (9)-(16), are given by
Refinement of the setting angles (a) Precession photographs
As shown in Fig. 3 , cut-off reflexions are easily seen on precession films. This is due to the incident beam divergence and the effect is enhanced by the increased Lorentz factor. It has been our experience that enough cut-off reflexions can be found to run the refinement procedure. Normally 10 to 20 reflexions are used. The film coordinates X and Y are measured. (Here the Stoe film measuring device has proved quite useful, as it allows simultaneous reading of X and Y to 0.1 mm precision.)
It is favourable to search for reflexions distributed all over the film, as mentioned above. Furthermore it is desirable to have reflexions cut off in their middle because only then do they lie exactly on the border of the registered region. Our program cannot yet handle various degrees of cut-off of reflexions. We assume however, that in the least-squares procedure this error is averaged out. The reflexions, once found, are divided into three lists: (1) reflexions on the outer border of a layer, (2) reflexions on the inner border, (3) uncertain reflexions which may belong to lists 1 or 2. The refinement of the setting angles by means of these reflexions is part of the program for the evaluation of all reflexion intensities, so that only one program run is necessary per film pack. The indexing algorithm yields, at first, fractional indices. These are then rounded to the nearest reflexion not systematically absent. From these integer indices the film coordinates are recalculated and in turn compared with the input coordinates. If the difference is >0-5 mm, the reflexion is discarded since it may be incorrectly indexed. Reflexions in list 3 are handled under the conditions of list 1 and list 2 and are finally assigned to the list which gives them the smaller Izl01.
To check the validity of our indexing procedure we compared on several films the input coordinates of the cut reflexions with the calculated coordinates of all reflexions present on the film and found the indexing of the program to be correct.
In order to make the procedure convergent, we calculate three cycles of indexing and refinement. Note that the refinement is a rapid one because all reflexions present on the film do not have to be recalculated after each cycle. The complete set of film coordinates is calculated only once, when the refinement has been completed. Usually the corrections for ~ul, ~'2 in the third cycle are < 10 -4 deg. Too large errors in the setting angles may lead to wrong indexing of some reflexions to start with, since indexing is done according to equation (17) by an erroneous matrix A. If only some of the reflexions are affected, this error may be eliminated in the following cycles, as A is corrected. If too many reflexions are misindexed, the program cannot recover and this is indicated by large standard deviations in AO (> 0.3°).
Clearly the correct indexing depends upon knowing Y/s. Therefore ~'a is refined before refinement of ~, ~2. Errors in ~s result in a rotation of the reflexion pattern around the film origin. This is corrected for by a refinement process in which the sum of the squares of the distances between the observed and the calculated reflexion positions is minimized. The refinement also corrects for errors in the position of the film centre. It is advisable to use reflexions close to the film centre (within a region of 15-20 mm). This is because these reflexions usually have higher optical density and are therefore easier to recognize, and because any large rotation error is unlikely to cause misindexing.
(b) Oscillation photographs
For this method we usually take a continuous series of exposures without overlap between each exposure. The advantages of this method have been demonstrated by Arndt et al. (1973) . Partial reflexions can then be identified because they are observed on adjacent film packs. An easier method is to take a short still photograph between each intensity film pack. All reflexions on this still photograph are, by definition, partial reflexions. Of these reflexions only those appearing with equal intensity on adjacent film packs are selected, so for each film pack we obtain two lists of coordinates, for start and end positions respectively. The refinement then proceeds as for the precession method.
Experimental test
In order to judge the quality of the refinement procedure there are two questions to be answered:
(1) What is the radius of convergence of the refinement?
(2) How large an error remains after refinement?
We made the following tests of these two points:
(1) By deliberately using wrong (p angles, we found that errors of 2.5 ° could be corrected. In one case we deliberately changed all three (p angles by 2 ° each. For the first refinement cycle, this caused 11 out of the 20 cut reflexions to be misindexed. After two runs of the refinement program all reflexions were re-indexed correctly and the exact crystal position was found.
(2) Experimental findings indicate that the accuracy of the refinement is of the order of 2-3': (a) In a series of 11 exposures of one crystal of Trypsin-PTI-complex (Rtihlmann, Kukla, Schwager, Bartels & Huber, 1973) , each with a different spindle-axis setting, we compared the ~0 angles resulting from the refinement. Since there was no indication of crystal slippage, we suppose that the differences in the (p angles which were recalculated from the refined ~, angles are due to inaccuracies of the refinement procedure. The r.m.s, deviation in (& and (02 was 4'12" and 1'57" respectively. The larger error for (p~ indicates errors in the spindle axis settings z. (b) In the same series of photographs the least-squares procedure yielded a r.m.s, deviation in AO of 4' for the single cut reflexions. On average eight reflexions on each film were used in the determination of V~ and ~uz, and so the standard error for the gtl and Vz angles is 2'. (c) The most reliable answer is expected from an independent test of how near the refined crystal position is to the true one. A very sensitive test seems to be the R value taken over the symmetry-equivalent reflexions on the film. Two definitions are in use: Owing to the variations of the Lorentz factors the R values are a function of ~ul and V2. For a screenless precession photograph of phosphorylase a (space group P2t, a= 119.4, b= 188.6, c=88.2 A, fl=72-3 °) (Fasold, Ortanderl, Huber, Bartels & Schwager, 1972) we determined two sections through the surface of this R value function. In this photograph the horizontal line through the film centre is a mirror line. Rotation about ~/, is a rotation about this line and thus influences the Lorentz factors of symmetry-equivalent reflexions in opposite directions. Therefore the R value is very susceptible to rotations about ~u~. The position of the minimum matches the real crystal position. Fig. 4(a) shows the dependence of R on ~, Fig. 4(b) that on ~'2. ~¢2 in Fig. 4(a) and ~'1 in Fig. 4(b) were kept at the values found by the refinement; slightly altered values yielded larger R values throughout and less pronounced minima, but the position of the minima remained unaltered. The arrow in Fig. 4 marks the angles found by the refinement. It is seen that they are less than 2.5' from the true position, a deviation not raising the R value appreciably.
The computer programs are mainly written in Fortran IV, with specialized fast I/0 routines to run on a Siemens 4004/150 (0.2 million operations per second) written in assembler and PL360. The CPU-time taken per film pack for refinement and evaluation is of the order of 400 s for a film with 9000 reflexions of which 5000 are scanned. The programs are available from the authors upon request.
